
English Translation of Email in German

Note: The email subject “AffenDavids” is a German word play on the 
English expression affidavits. It translates back as “Monkey Davids”.

From: Jochen Lambert <Jochen.Lambert@gmx.de>
To: "Dr. Katherine Horton" <contact@stop007.org>
Cc: "RA Dr. jur. Henning Witte [www.WhiteTV.se]" <Henning@whitetv.se> 
Date: 2018-05-17 14:45 GMT+02:00
Subject: +AffenDavids

Addition for affidavits:

1.
just happened that 4 times within an hour of the TV station was gone.
before, anger / tension in the abdomen / solar plexus had been built up each time. thus an interaction
between feelings and technology.
I was even so heavily charged that I stared at a lightbulb with my eyesight,
and it burst at the same moment and was broken ... light gone ...
Also, it has happened several times that I just looked at my phone when a call came,
although it was silent on the ..... then the call was thank god not missed ...
So I seem to be connected somehow ....

2.
my underpants were worn out overnight so to speak,
and just hang down on me ....
(brand schiesser, so best German goods, easily washable at 95 degrees)
such a tearing would normally take place slowly over the months / years, and not overnight or after 
the next wash ...
So either it was taken by an agent overnight and washed at 120 degrees
or what I suspect more: the dirty laundry drawer was targeted,
and caused a "material fatigue" .....

3.
the intestines are manipulated in such a way that they are permanently compressed at one (possibly 
several) points.
have thereby increased 5 kilos, probably because the chyme then lingers longer at certain places in 
the intestine, and more of it is absorbed ....
they can also cause a complete intestinal obstruction within seconds,
My gaze was also on youtube (on the right side where the many video recommendations are) 
directed to a bowel cancer video, as a threat ....

It was also for a while that the intestine was manipulated so that the consistency of the stool was 
very viscous, so that one had to use the toilet brush every time, because a large part of it always 
stuck to the pottery. (This has also been reported by 2 other victims)
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